Lon Feia
Q: Have we tried Mediation between the team and the Gun Club?
A: HRGAC is open to Mediation. We are not sure whether the Raiders are agreeable.
Q: Can we find a way that the Raiders can shoot at the Club?
A: HRGAC would like to host the Raider Team and has reached out to the team following this meeting to
arrange a meeting to do so.
Tony Stanek
Q: Is the Gun Club suing the shooting Team?
A: No, HRGAC filed the suit against Mr. Persinger, while the actions were done in his role as the team’s
head coach, the team itself is not named in the lawsuit.
Jarod Bachman
Q: How will this lawsuit and what is going on now affect our Raffles in the future?
A: We do not know for sure. Our raffle license could be in jeopardy and/or fines and other penalties
could be assessed against HRGAC.
Q: How will this lawsuit and what is going on now affect our 501c3 application/status in the future?
A: We do not believe the lawsuit or situation will affect our 501c3 application or future status.
Q: How will this lawsuit and what is going on now affect our taxes and our IRS standing?
A: We are unsure, it is possible that it could have an effect.
Q: Has the IRS been notified that the filing isn’t completed on time?
A: No, we need the information incase we are audited. Otherwise we do not have a report due until our
license renewal.
Q: How will this situation affect the Shooting Team with the IRS?
A: We are unsure of any impacts this may cause. This is a question for the Raiders, while HRGAC has no
comment, we do encourage the Raiders to provide an answer.

Q: How will this situation affect the School?
A: We are unsure of any impacts this may cause.
Q: Why don’t the Raiders personally demand that your President Richard Persinger hand over the
information that the Gun Club needs?
A: This is a question for the Raiders, while HRGAC has no comment, we do encourage the Raiders to
provide an answer.
Q: Why doesn’t the Raiders demand that their President Richard Persinger be honest and follow the
rules and laws of the State and Federal Government?
A: This is a question for the Raiders, while HRGAC has no comment, we do encourage the Raiders to
provide an answer.
Q: Why can’t the Raiders be responsible for this themselves and their own group, why does this come
back onto us as the Club?

A: Because our license was used, we need the information and supporting documentation to be able to
correctly file reports and comply with an audit.
Jay Rogers
Q: Why does the HRGAC Board the people to decide on the future of the team and their contract
instead of all the Gun Club members?
A: HRGAC operates by a board of elected officials. HRGAC board does read and present it’s monthly
board meeting minutes at the monthly Membership Meeting, so that members can are aware of what is
happening with their club and to give members the opportunity to ask questions or provide feedback.
Nikki Meyer
Q for Raiders: How many parents know where the money is coming from to pay for Mr. Persinger’s
lawsuit?
A: This is a question for the Raiders, while HRGAC has no comment, we do encourage the Raiders to
provide an answer.

Q for Raiders: Where is the Midway USA money being dispersed?
A: This is a question for the Raiders, while HRGAC has no comment, we do encourage the Raiders to
provide an answer.

Q for Raiders: How many parents have seen financials for the entire team other than just your own
shooters? Have you parents seen the teams financials or are you just seeing just your own shooters
financials?
A: This is a question for the Raiders, while HRGAC has no comment, we do encourage the Raiders to
provide an answer.

Scott Svoboda
Q: If the lawsuit is between the Gun Club and Rick Persinger, why are the kids being forced and drug
thru this?
A: It is not the intent of HRGAC to involve the kids. HRGAC is having difficulty dealing with the Raiders
Board Members, so we were extending an invitation to the Raiders administration and parents to form a
group so that HRGAC and the Raiders could continue to work together while the lawsuit gets resolved.
Q: Why can’t the Club deal with the Team Board?
A: HRGAC is having difficulty dealing with the Raiders Board Members, so we were extending an
invitation to the Raiders administration and parents to form a group so that HRGAC and the Raiders
could continue to work together while the lawsuit gets resolved. We did reach out to the Raiders Board
Member following this meeting with a request to meet and complete an agreement for this season.
Lita Grezek
Q: Is the hat and note behavior that you want your children to witness?
A: HRGAC does not condone this behavior and was not involved in this situation. Upon it’s discovery the
items were removed by HRGAC.
Connie Prescott

Q: Am I correct in saying that the hat issue has nothing to do with the lawsuit?
A: Yes, HRGAC does not condone this behavior and was not involved in this situation. Upon it’s discovery
the items were removed by HRGAC.
Q: Is the lawsuit because of misuse of the Raffle License Number?
A: The filing of the lawsuit by HRGAC is only pertaining to the raffle information and supporting
documentation.
Julie McCorkel
Q: Where are the other Raffle Records from the years proceeding the last 2 years that I ran the raffle?
A: This is a question for the Raiders, while HRGAC has no comment, we do encourage the Raiders to
provide an answer.

Karin Kern
Q: Related to the raffle, why do you need all this "other stuff" (balance, check book registers, etc.)?
A: In order to file accurate reports as legally required HRGAC must have supporting documentation to
validate the reports and be able to comply with an Audit.
Q: Why did we not report the raffle issue (filed a complaint) to the State of Wisconsin (licensing board)?
A: HRGAC does not want to cause any issues with the state for Mr. Persinger or the Raiders shooting
Team.
Mark Nordeen
Q: Do we currently have a raffle license?
A: We are uncertain if this was being asked of HRGAC, the Raiders or both organizations. HRGAC does
have a current raffle license, we encourage the Raiders to answer on their behalf.
Q: Has our raffle license been suspended by this?
A: We are uncertain if this was being asked of HRGAC, the Raiders or both organizations. HRGAC does
have a current raffle license, we encourage the Raiders to answer on their behalf.
Q: Has the state comeback and asked for more information than what we supplied to renew the license?
Or is this Headhunting?
A: We are uncertain if this was being asked of HRGAC, the Raiders or both organizations. HRGAC does
have a current raffle license. HRGAC is not and has not been involved in any sort of “Head Hunting”
HRGAC needs to conform to state rules and regulations. We encourage the Raiders to answer on their
behalf.
Q: If we already have a raffle license, we have one, its been renewed, there is no issue with the current
license, going forward, why are we turning this into a bigger deal than it has to be?
A: We are uncertain if this was being asked of HRGAC, the Raiders or both organizations. HRGAC does
have a current raffle license. HRGAC needs to conform to state rules and regulations. We encourage the
Raiders to answer on their behalf.

Dan Richter
Q: Can we have a contract, and will the contract be presented that can be acceptable to the team?

A: Yes HRGAC will be providing the Raiders with a contract. We are working with the Raiders and expect
that we can agree upon acceptable terms.
Q: Are you going to micromanage the teams coaching staff or are you going to leave that up to the
team?
A: HRGAC has no interest in being involved in the Raiders coaching staff selection or management.
Lon Feia – Off Camera
Q: What next, what happens next, what is the board going to do, to help this come to fruition?
A: HRGAC is connecting with the Raiders to enter into a contract for this season.
Leslie Armstrong - Off Camera
Q: How long will the board take to answer the questions?
A: HRGAC is working among the HRGAC Board and Legal Counsel, to provide answers as quickly as
possible. We expect to have these completed and published within 5-7 business days.
Q: Are you guys (the HRGA board) considering a contract with the team?

Jay Rogers
Q: What happens when if you lose the battle? What happens if you when the battle?
A: We are uncertain if this was being asked of HRGAC, the Raiders or both organizations. HRGAC does
not view this as winning or losing a “battle”, HRGAC is merely ensuring it’s ability to provide the state
with accurate reports as legally required. We encourage the Raiders to answer on their behalf.
Q: Does that have any implications on whether we get to come back or what happens in that case?
A: HRGAC continues to support the Raiders athletes and welcomes them to continue to shoot at HRGAC.
Jeremy Greezick
Q: Why can't the contract piece go forward independent of the lawsuit?
A: HRGAC continues to support the Raiders athletes and welcomes them to continue to shoot at HRGAC.
HRGAC requested to continue to work on a contract with a group of the Raiders Administration and
Parents while the lawsuit is being resolved.
Q; Why is the contract for the team tied to the lawsuits?
A: The contract is not being tied to the lawsuit, however the ongoing lawsuit and actions of members of
the Raiders Board, make it difficult for HRGAC to have discussions directly with some members of the
Raiders Board, which is why we asked for a group of the Administration and Parents to work with
HRGAC in the meantime.
Pete Melloy
- No Question(s)
Mark Nordeen <-- need confirmation (38:44)
Q: Who on the Raider's shooting team threatened an additional suit to the HRGAC again, outside of the
current ones and who was it directed towards.
A: An Individual threatened but has not filed a lawsuit. HRGAC does not feel it would promote Harmony
to name that Individual.

Lon Feia
Q: Is the gun club going to work with the shooting club?
A: Yes HRGAC will work with the Raiders and desire for the Raider athletes to continue to shoot at
HRGAC.

